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From the Chairperson’s Desk, Wales Puja Committee, October2020  
 
 
Chairman’s report: WPC 2020 
 

Dear friends 
 
First of all, I would like to welcome you all to the first ever virtual WPC Durga Puja.  
To say that this has been a difficult year is an understatement. The world as we knew it, has turned upside 
down. Instead, we are now accustomed to the world of lockdown and quarantine, face coverings and social  
distancing, working from home and Zoom meetings. Many of our members are medics and are fighting this 
dreadful pandemic in the frontline. Quite a few of our senior members were forced to self-isolate. All these 
take a heavy toll in the functioning of our daily life. 
 
However, Wales Puja Committee and its members are known for their indomitable spirit and cohesiveness. 
Nothing seems to faze this wonderful family of Kakus & Kakimas, Dadas & Didis, Bhais & Bons.  
 
So here we are ready with the first ever-virtual Durga Pujo. There seems to be a lot of excitement in the air. 
Anirban and Tamasree, understanding the limitations of lockdown, has taken upon themselves to do the entire 
Durga Pujo during the weekend of 23/10 to 25/10. Ofcourse the WPC family are helping them in every way 
possible, within the rules of lockdown. The Pujo will be streamed live for the benefit of our regular Pujo      
attendees. Arrangement has been made to accommodate virtual ‘pushpanjali’. 
 
Liza could not have taken over as the Cultural Officer in a more difficult year. She not only has to follow       
Sinjini’s act but also has to run a virtual show! She has risen to the challenge and is putting on a stellar        
performance. We had a couple of virtual cultural programmes already, including one on 15th August to         
celebrate   Indian Independence Day. We all are waiting eagerly for another super show during the Durga Pujo. 
 
For a change, there will be no crowd thronging the Penyrheol Community Centre. The excitement and hard 
work of setting up and cleaning up will be missed. There will be no queue for the mouth-watering food served 
up by Krishna, Moon and the catering team. There will be no gathering of the ‘usual suspects’ outside the 
kitchen door in the evenings for the ‘innocent spirit-ual’ adda.  
 
Yes, we will miss all those, yes we will do the Durga Pujo differently this year and yes we will have a virtual 
cultural programme. But the optimist that I am, I can see some positives. We will probably change the way we 
work in the future. We will work from home a lot more with enjoyable family time. We will probably do a lot 
of our meetings on the virtual platform too – with better attendance. And finally there is always light at the end 
of a tunnel. The dark cloud of this pandemic will lift to make way for the sunshine of happiness and optimism. 
 
Enjoy the Durga Pujo 2020. Ma Durga’s blessings to us all. Stay safe. See you till next time, hopefully in         
person. 
 
 

SHUBHO BIJOYA 
 

Dr Kausik Mukherjee 
 

 



 

 

 
 
 

Puja 2020 
 
Blimey! What a catastrophe! 
A virus, 
The modern ‘Asura’  
Slays all hopes of the 
Worshipers of ‘Durga’. 
 
The demon king  
With his Covid ring 
Has outclassed the Mother 
With 19 limbs. 
 
Yet the ‘Bong’ 
Ever so strong  
With wily craft and full of art 
Will not give up. 
 
He cannot sit back 
And let the Puja pass. 
Nor can he hold back  
And watch the demon laugh. 
 
All over the world  
The Bengali ‘Dhak’  
Beats with nostalgic rhythm of 
The virtual ‘Dhak-er Naach’ 
 
And, the inimitable,  
‘Kash Phul-er’ saaj’ 
Melts the emotions of 
The Bengali mass. 
 
Always the winners 
And creators of dreams, 
Will stand together 
And face the wrath 
Of ‘Mahisasura’, the demon king. 
 
Wales Puja Committee 
In desire earnest, 
Strives to share its joys 
That over the year it has harnessed. 
 
HAPPY DURGA PUJA  &  SHUBHO BIJOYA 
 

Dr Ashok Mukherjee 
 

 



 

 

From the Secretary’s Desk, Wales Puja Committee, October 2020 
 
Secretary’s report: WPC 2020 
 
Dear friends! 
 
Autumn has been and almost gone as has much of the year. An anus horribilis in every way one can imagine, 2020 was 
brought with it the fires of hell, famine and a worldwide pestilence. An increasingly diverse world has been brought  
together to its knees by a spiky little green monster that slays in the thousands with no heed to caste and creed. 
 
This year’s Durga Puja takes on a greater significance as we hope that as always, through the millennia, she will be  
victorious again in this mighty battle of good over evil. One wonders however, is SARS COVID 19 evil or is it simply  
doing its thing. Perhaps mankind itself has become the great evil, destroying and polluting without care or concern, our 
endless greed bringing our planet and all other living beings on it immense harm, perhaps we have now outlived our 
evolutionary niche. 
 
Perhaps it is time for all of us to look at how we live our lives, re-evaluate, learn new ways of doing things, safer, clear, 
better. 
 
Indeed that is exactly what this pandemic has made us try to do with our Durga Puja! We have had to completely reen-
gineer how to run the Pujas without exposing anybody to risk amidst the shifting sands of everchanging regulations and 
vital threat. 
 
I am very proud of our team’s ability to do just that. The Executive Committee has put its wisdom together to bring 
these pujas to you, online, in the safe confines of your homes. Our amazing Cultural Officer has become the epitome of 
the Goddess of Streaming, a computer savvy explorer of the new, our priest wonderfully dedicated to the cause has 
stepped up to the immense challenge of doing it all with his wife, all by themselves, day after day with very little pause 
for rest and our amazing talents are preparing wonderful online entertainment for all. 
 
It is not all doom and gloom. Last year we celebrated Durga Puja, Kali Puja and this year Saraswati Puja with great suc-
cess. As ever, we had great attendance by so many from near and far, great food and fantastic cultural events whilst 
the mainstay the Pujas themselves were always immaculately held by our priests Kanai Chatterjee and Anirban            
Mukhopadhyay.  
 
At short notice we held a fun filled Diwali Party which was as ever, sold out. 
 
Our members were very generous in supporting our endeavours to bring relief to those devastated by Cyclone Amphan 
and a large collection was made in a very short time. Special mention must go to Dr Sankar Das who arranged the 
transfer of funds to bodies in India.  
 
With the onset of Covid we had to look at a new way of doing things. To keep up cheer and bring our community to-
gether we organised two cultural extravaganzas, a pilot on Zoom followed by a celebration of India’s Independence Day 
using new streaming technologies both meeting great approval. We also had the pleasure of Zooming an interview of 
Krishnendu Mazumdar, the President of BAFTA and the son of one of our founding fathers. 
 
We are proud to declare that we have won two different grants. The first is a substantial fund to allow us to hold a  
special Durga Puja celebration which will now be next year and is something we will highlight next year rather than 
steal the thunder now. More recently we have bid for and won funding from BAWSO to allow us to hold regular stream-
ing for our members, especially those more elderly and more likely to be stuck at home during the pandemic -  this is to 
bring knowledge, succour in the form of meditation and yoga, health talks and a chance to socially interact. We will be 
using this money to buy new tech kit to allow us to do so seamlessly. Mr Neeleem Saha and Dr Sandip Raha are      
invaluable in their efforts in this regard.  
 
The WPC is an amazingly inspired, stimulating, forward thinking inclusive body and I have had the great honour of  
serving it in various roles. After a series of personal setbacks during COVID I took a step back secure in the knowledge 
that a fantastic team of colleagues and friends would keep everything running perfectly. 
 
I invite all of you to enjoy a fabulous and fabulously different Puja with us, a new venture where we will expect the odd 
setbacks but as ever I am sure the thrills will triumph in this fantastic journey. 
  
A WARM & SOCIALLY DISTANCED SUBHO BIJOYA FRIENDS  
  

 

Dr Shiladitya Sinha  



 

 

Durga as a migrant worker. Clay sculpture by Pallab Bhowmick, who has been been doing socially relevant art. Inspired 
by Bikash Bhattacharya’s stunning female subjects, with a signature look and smudged bindi. While the mother holds a 
naked child, the two girls hold a swan and an owl respectively, evoking mythology but have faces far older than their 

years.  
The ten hands hold bags of grain. Yes, today people need nurture and food.  

It’s an eerie installation raising many questions. Are we celebrating the inner strength and resilience of the migrant 
mother? Are we making a socially relevant connection bringing the migrant/refugee centre stage? Or as Ashish Nandi 
wrote many years ago about compensatory glorification, are we ideologically elevating woman to a goddess only to 

fudge her lack of socio-economic-familial power?                                    Photo and words: Sangeeta Datta 



 

 
From the Treasurer's Desk, Wales Puja Committee, October 2020  
 
Dear All.                                                                                

  
 
  
  

  Pankaj Kumar  
    Sarkar 
 

 



 

 



 

 

, Mrs Banani Sinha Ray 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

Amader Durga Pujo 

Durga pujo mane  bangali der utsav 

Natun jhuto, natun poshak  

Sasti te,  luchi sujir ghondo thake mukhe lege 

Saptami te, nach, gaan r abritri te bhore 

Astami te, pushpanjoli sesh e prasad r naroo  

Nabami te, khichuri bhog r sathe bhaja aloo 

Dasami te, sidoor khela diye bisorjon. 

Shubho Durga Pujo hok janai sharbojon.   

By Onkon & Orchita Roy. 



 

 

Topsy’s Adventure 
 

Aaruni Bhattacharjee, Age 9 
Year 4, Pontprennau Primary School 

Cardiff, United Kingdom 
 
 
 

There was once an elephant named Topsy. He was always in 
the mood for adventure. The problem was, living in a land 

called Topsy-turvy isn’t the place to go looking for one. Of course Topsy loved his indoor swimming 
pool and definitely enjoyed flying on a hot air balloon. And of course his favourite thing was to go on 
his upside-down slide inside his house with a cushion underneath him. But all of this would never be 
comparable with leaving Topsy-turvy and hiking Mount Everest or trekking in the jungle and climbing 
trees or at least going on a helicopter to the Pacific and having a paddle there… 
 

As these thoughts came into Topsy’s mind while hot air ballooning, he didn’t realise a hedgehog was 
about to crash into his balloon spike-first! “Watch out!” the hedgehog shouted.  
But it was too late.  
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
PPPPPPPPFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT……………… 
went the balloon as it started to lose air. Topsy tried covering the air leaks with his trunk, and ended 
up smacking his face instead!  
“Ouch!” he said.  
Suddenly, Topsy had an idea. He thought that if he used his tail as a rudder, he could steer himself to 
wherever he wanted. He looked down and saw the polar bears chillaxing, the mice scurrying in their 
caravan and the white teddy bear flying right behind him, wondering how Topsy had managed to get a 
hole in his balloon. 
 

On and on Topsy flew with the tall buildings whizzing past, until he finally reached the portal in the 
clouds and through, he went! He landed safely on a pile of leaves. He looked around and saw a jungle. 
He immediately knew where he was. 
“The Amazon rainforest!” he cried. He started swinging on branches and feasting on fruits. Then, dis-
aster struck! Topsy always kept some growing potion in his ear, and while he was swinging, some of it 
fell on a leaf! It immediately started growing. Topsy was so shocked he fell onto it and away the leaf 
blew, with Topsy on top of it!  
 

“Woo-hoo!” Topsy exclaimed as he sailed through the air on his leaf. He was enjoying himself so thor-
oughly he didn’t notice something looming above. Then, just for excitement, he jumped and the leaf 
ripped.  
“Oof!” Topsy said as he fell. He was on a slope coated with snow. He felt like he’d seen pictures of this 
place before.  
“Mount Everest!” he shouted. He started climbing to the top and soon got there as he was deposited 
quite high. As his victory dance, he started spinning his trunk over his head going faster and faster and 
faster. Suddenly, Topsy was lifted off his feet!  
“I’m an ele-copter!” he gasped. He was reaching an incredible height, when he suddenly slipped back 
through the doorway in the clouds. 
 

“Wake up!” Topsy’s mother called.  
“Another dream!” he groaned, but just to make sure Topsy checked who had gone through the open-
ing in the clouds recently. 
 “Me” he gasped, spotting a part of his torn balloon… 
 

**********************************The End*************************************** 



 

 

Jishnu 
Bhattacharjee  

Age 6 
 

Pontprennau 
Primary School 

BAME people have been disproportionately impacted by Covid-19. This new helpline delivered by EYST,  
Women Connect First, Henna Foundation, ProMo Cymru and Wales TUC aims to offer a first port of call to  
individuals from BAME backgrounds.  
• The helpline is running initially as a 6 month pilot funded by Welsh Government via the voluntary sector 
emergency fund. 
• It is a multi-lingual helpline, between them the team speak 11 languages and interpretation can be         
arranged into other languages as required. 
• Info is available relating to: health, work, welfare, education, housing; and personal safety. 

• Not an advice line-predominantly signposting with exception of employment advice which will be                
delivered by Wales TUC. 

• Helpline is available Mon-Fri 10.30am-2.30 pm 
• Helpline number - 0300 2225720 (Local Rate calls) 

• SMS text number - 07537 432416 
Website - www.bame.wales 
Email bamehelpline@eyst.org.uk 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Debanjali Bhattacharjee  

https://nam10.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bame.wales%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7C087d33933828421c33e508d874d4db44%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637387804851239128%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiL
mailto:bamehelpline@eyst.org.uk


 

 
Hinduism and Women: Glimpses from a Feminist Perspective 

Blog by Debanjali Bhattacharjee 

It was Saraswati Puja this week – a day when Hindus in several parts of India and the world 

worship Saraswati, the goddess of knowledge and arts. As several Hindu men and women seek 

blessings of this goddess, I take this opportunity to share a few glimpses of one of the oldest re-

ligions in human history, from a feminist perspective. 

The origin of Hinduism 

“Hinduism never originated as a religion. It simply referred to the way of life of people settled 

along the river Indus or ‘Sindhu’ as they called it”. 

Our first lecture in Political Geography at Delhi University twenty years ago was intriguing and 

myth- busting. If Hinduism was simply a ‘way of life’ over 5000 years ago, where and how do I 

fit in the rituals, the practices and the philosophies I hear in the name of this religion today? I 

started looking at my own life and the world around me to find some of the answers. 

There is no one singular text or one single leader who founded Hinduism, not a one-size-fits-all 

code of practice. Among my extended family and friends, there are polytheists, monotheists and 

pantheists, ravenous carnivores as well as strict vegetarians, all of whom call themselves ‘Hindu’. 

Heated debates on what is Hinduism and what is not are commonly heard; there are no fixed 

definitions of what makes a ‘good Hindu’, no strict guidelines defining a ‘Hindu way of life’. It is 

this openness and flexibility I find liberating and empowering. I imbibe what inspires me, chal-

lenge and discard what I find unscientific, inappropriate or unsuitable for my life. 

Hinduism and its worship of the Feminine  

One of the most fascinating aspects in my eyes as a child was the concept of the divine in Hindu-

ism. I saw worship of female and male idols as goddesses and gods. Durga, the Mother Goddess, 

is benevolent, protective, fierce and compassionate. Well-known for her symbolic ten hands 

which hold several weapons as well as a lotus and a conch shell, she destroys evils and protects 

the innocent. Durga Puja is the autumn festival celebrating mother goddess Durga; in several 

parts of India the festival is comparable to Christmas in the West. 

Durga’s two daughters- Laxmi, the goddess of wealth and Saraswati, the goddess of knowledge 

and all forms of arts- are worshiped too. As Hinduism spread over the vast, geographically di-

verse Indian sub-continent and beyond, various other forms of the feminine came to be wor-

shiped. Some of them are delicate and pale, some bold, fearsome and dark. It is the worship of 

the female power in various forms, figures and colors I find unique, fascinating and empowering. 

Hindu Mythology and Epics 

I grew up listening to numerous stories from the Hindu mythology that, later in life, I could un-

pick, interpret and analyze in ways more than one. I learnt about the erudite women philoso-

phers Gargi and Maitreyee from 6th-8th centuries BC who challenged the learned men for aca-

demic debates. I read and watched child-friendly, animated versions of the two famous Hindu 

epics Ramayana and Mahabharata that centered around wars and victory of good over 

evil. Interwoven within the tales of the epics were narratives of women’s lives within a complex 

structure of class and caste hierarchies. There was the ‘swayamvar’ –  the practice of princesses 

challenging, testing and finally choosing their husbands from a royal court filled with potential  



 

 

suitors. Alongside, as in the narratives of Sita and Draupadi, were stories of insult, coercion and 

control of women, once their fairy-tale weddings were over. 

Meandering through centuries and millennia, diverted by the confluence by invaders from middle 

east, far east and Europe, several religious practices in the name of Hinduism seem to have 

evolved, adapted, diversified or disappeared. Buddhism and Jainism were two separate religions 

born as protests to the upper-caste hierarchical structure of Hinduism about 2500 years ago. Both 

matriarchy and patriarchy prevailed within Hinduism, in differing timescales and sometimes con-

temporary in varied geographic locations within the Indian subcontinent. 

The Medieval Era 

Within Hinduism itself the ‘Bhaktimovement’ originated from southern India in the 7th century 

AD. Based on the concept of ‘bhakti’ or devotion to God who dwells within each individual, this 

movement challenged upper-caste patriarchy and empowered women to bypass gender rigidities 

through numerous strategies – refusing marriage to a human being, walking out of marriage or 

refusing motherhood. The roots of contemporary Indian feminism are often traced back to the 

Bhakti Movement within Hinduism 1300 years ago, just as patriarchy extended its reach and con-

trol.  

As invasion and warfare continued in the Indo-Gangetic plains of northern India and beyond, patri-

archy manifested itself in ways more than one. There evolved stronger gender stereotyping and a 

glorification of the sacrificial nature of women which, with distortion and patriarchal manipulation, 

created room for the heinous practice of ‘Sati’ in the 12th-18th centuries AD predominantly in the 

northern and central parts of India. In the process of protecting their ‘honour’ from invaders, up-

per-class women in Rajasthan learnt warfare as well as were encouraged to take to ‘Jauhar’, a 

practice of mass-suicide. In contrast, I also heard stories and read about some of the brave Hindu 

queens in parts of India during the medieval era – Queen Didda (958- 1003 CE), Rudrama Devi 

(13th century) and Rani Durgavati (16th century) are a few names that come to my mind. 

Colonial oppressions and uprisings  

The arrival of European colonial powers – Dutch, French, Portuguese and English-  into the Indi-

an subcontinent since the 17thcentury seems to me to have had a few interesting impacts on the 

Hindu women in India. On one hand was the protest or uprising towards freedom from a 

‘common enemy’; notable Hindu queens such as Velu Nachiyar in southern India in the 18thcen-

tury or Rani Lakshmi Bai in central India during the 19th century fought the British armed forces. 

It gained momentum in early 20th century in the anti-colonial movements as women actively co-

operated with militant rebel men, participated in protest marches, joined the army or participated 

in Gandhi’s famous non-violent movements.  

On the other hand, we saw the establishment of infrastructure and academic institutions intend-

ed to serve colonial interests, and women from upper as well as middle classes left their protect-

ed domestic spaces. Women from privileged backgrounds are known to have traveled across the 

globe to study medicine and science as early as late 19th/ early 20thcentury. 

Also worth mention here is the fact that practices such as ‘Sati’ were challenged by the learned 

Hindu social reformers, and, empowered by support from colonial rulers, abolished altogether 

during the colonial rule. While child marriages could not be legally prohibited yet, the reformers 

ensured that young widows could be remarried, instead of being forced into a life of seclusion 

and austerity.  



 

 

Independence and beyond 

Decolonization and the Partition of India into India and Pakistan in 1947 along religious lines was 

one of the greatest socio-political upheavals in South Asia. More than 10 million people were up-

rooted almost overnight, nearly a million people killed in the violence that was unleashed. It had 

a catastrophic impact on women from Hindu, Muslim and Sikh backgrounds alike. Rape, abduc-

tion, so-called honour-killing, forced marriage and several other atrocities comprise the gruesome 

tales we have grown up listening to from our grandparents. 

It is important to note that by this time, the Indian sub-continent had become a melting pot of 

seven different religions – Hinduism, Islam, Christianity, Sikhism, Buddhism, Jainism and Zoroas-

trianism. In post-colonial India during early 1950’s, the birth of the Indian Constitution with its 

promise of a ‘sovereign, secular, democratic republic’ brought in universal adult franchise and the 

fundamental right to equality. 

Hindu women, along with women from all other religious backgrounds in India studied medicine, 

engineering and mathematics, researched astronomy as well as anthropology, made their marks 

in history, politics, physics and the languages. Many women experimented with various forms of 

arts and literature, acted and directed in Bollywood and vernacular language films and have won 

international acclaim. 

Women in post-colonial India flew aircrafts, joined the armed forces, swam across the English 

Channel and contested parliamentary elections. The famous Chipkomovement in northern India– 

where women hugged trees in their non-violent resistance against deforestation brought eco 

feminism to the forefront in global conversations. 

Hinduism and Feminism in today’s world  

Against this vast, complex backdrop of the Hindu ‘way of life’, where do women like me position 

ourselves in today’s world? How do we draw strength from Hinduism and all that it offers to 

strengthen our resolve to end violence against women? We raise voices against the objectifica-

tion of women in media and its biases in reporting; we challenge everyday sexism and misogyny 

and demand strict legal measures for atrocities against women; we hold hands with our sisters 

from every other religion, just as Indian women are at this point of time, in one of the biggest 

political uprisings in India. 

As Hindu women, we need to constantly remind ourselves of the symbolism of Durga with her 

ten arms, fiercely protective and delicately nurturing at the same time. While we strive to create 

an equal world, we look back at the ancient Hindu imagery of the “ardhha- narishwar” where the 

masculine and feminine are respected as two halves of one being, complimenting each other in a 

perfect balance. 

  

Debanjali Bhattacharjee 

January 2020 

  

Deb is a Welsh Women’s Aid supporter and volunteer 



 

 

ZEAL FOR ZANSKAR 

 

JAGANNATH BHADRA 

 

Zanskar valley remains veiled and isolated from this human world for almost nine 

months in a year. But it touched and danced before my sleepless eyes in the 

dead of night  from my early years of youth. In those days, William Wordsworth made me crazy 

with his YARROW poems: Yarrow unvisited, Yarrow visited and Yarrow revisited. I became rest-

less to visit Zanskar, a powerful tributary to the river Indus. Yarrow is a small stream which was 

first visited by Wordsworth in September, 1814 and just after its bicentenary I visited my waking 

dream the Zanskar. 

                      Kashmir,  the paradise on Earth, had flown me to Srinagar from Kolkata. Even the 

heaven couldn't restrict my wanderlust. Here, not here; may move to somewhere else. So, start-

ed to shift, gradually to  Sonmarg, Baltal, Zoji La and thereafter starts Ladakh. After 144 Kms 

from Srinagar, my better half reached Drass with me. It faces less than -30 degree Celsius in 

winter and it's the coldest habitat in India and the globally  second coldes, just behind Varkhaya-

nask in Siberia. 

Another 60 Kms, and we reached the second largest city in Ladakh, that is Kargil. On the way 

visited KARGIL WAR MEMORIAL, the big boost to our patriotism reminding our glorious victory 

against Pak invaders  who were attacking from their convenient mountain top in the millennium 

year. Our stay in Kargil Tourist Bungalow, 2nd time, was simply fantastic since the Indus tribu-

tary Suru ceaselessly sang within 15 feet from our first floor living-room. 

       

 At dawn, started for another 250 Kms to PADUM, the biggest city in the heart of Zanskar valley 

at an altitude of 12,037 feet. Padum is originated from the name of Padmasambhava, GURU 

RINPOCHE, 8th century Buddhist master and founder of Tibetan Buddhism. People of Padum are 

mainly Buddhist. Kargil's altitude is 8,780 feet and inhabitants are Muslim. Zanskar valley is the 

dreamland for adventure tourists and trekkers. Quarter of a year 4-wheelers move to Padum, but 

around 200 Kms there is nothing fit for the nomenclature ROAD. Sometimes we are to move 

through the rivulets, with more than knee deep water having strong current and  maximum time 

on the uneven dangerous big or medium boulder and pebbles.  Nothing great can be achieved at 

ease. After Kargil, till Panikhar, the border of the Suru valley at a distance of 40 Kms, road is 

good. In between,  there is a historic habitat Karste Khar nearby Sankoo. There is massive 7 me-

tre, 7th century ROCK - CUT MAITREYA, future Buddha of this world. Suru valley residents are 

15th century converted Muslims from Tibetan Buddhists. It's a lush green valley of enormous 

beauty. Famous twin peaks, 23,409 feet Nun peak and 23,218 feet Kun peak are just at a stone 

throw distance.  We just moved almost touching the huge Parkachik glacier.  We were to cross 

14,436 feet Penzi La pass to enter the Zanskar valley. Just before Penzi La, there is mammoth 

Drang Drung Glacier which is 23 Kms long river of ice and snow .This incredible glacier is just at 

the foot of 21,490 feet Doda peak.  Drang Drung is the largest Ladakh glacier after  Siachen. The 

Stod river originates from this Drang Drung Glacier and is a tributary to the Zanskar river. 



 

 

Twin peaks Nun and  Kun are really superbNun-Kun in Suru valley  have 

the effect  like the Kanchenjunga in Darjeeling or Peling, or like the 

Dhauladhar in Dharamsala in our mind.  One who visits them can't forget 

them for the rest of life. Snow clad peak in enchanting green valley has 

multiplied its face value. 

Penzi La is the highest point in Kargil Padum route. It has the most satis-

fying view as well. Drang Drung glacier overlooking the Penzi La is every 

tourist's LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT. Never ever anybody can expect such a 

spacious snow highway from the enormous altitude of the Doda peak 

may suddenly emerge in the horizon with all its grandeur and magnifi-

cence. The It's  a breathtaking view. 

 Zanskar valley is full of  historic  Buddhist Gompas. Almost all 

villages have a Gompa of its own. Gompas are situated on 

mountain tops.Only Sani Gompa is an exception, which is on 

the valley plane near Padum. Other famous Gompas enroute 

Padum are Rangdum Gompa, Karsa village  Gompa ,Pibiting 

Gompa , Strongdy Gompa and Stakrimo Gompa. Besides 

these,  Bardan Gompa  is inside the Padum city and by the side of newly building Keylong Padum 

Road.  Another Leh Padum road is being used built via Nimo which marks the confluence of the 

rivers Indus and Zanskar. Bardan Gompa has the unmatched uniqueness since situated on a cliff 

emerging from the bed of the Zanskar. The beauty of this virgin wonderland, cold rock desert  of 

the Zanskar valley, is simply unimaginable and unparalleled in the world. 



 

 



 

 

Factcheck-Is there a case for vegetarianism?  

(warning: this article has political content)             Mr Sudiptamohan Mukhopadhyay 

 

I was sitting in a Church on a Christmas day, admiring the beautiful architecture, before the ser-

vice began. Soon, The Bishop delivered his speech from his holy podium. I was listening and to 

my utter surprise the lecture soon turned into a political rhetoric, you know, Syria, Donald Trump 

etc. I was surprised because (I must admit, this was my first time in a Church on a Christmas 

day) I did not expect that! I was expecting something more of the holy scripture etc. 

It occurred to me that every religion has a political narrative. However, in the context of the 

world politics, a wider and pressing issue to deal with is food. In a country of 1.4 billion people, 

Indians are collectively sharing a large part of the carbon footprint.  

A few days after the COVID19 hit the world, I was on my way to work, listening to BBC radio 4. 

A fierce debate was going on regarding, whether British farmers and the government should 

transform the grasslands into forest. I came to know the fact that, before industrialisation there 

were roughly around 6 trillion trees on the planet, now we have three. The rapidly dropping bee 

population which drives the world’s agricultural produce can lead to an extinction of human pop-

ulation!  

By now we know, 85% share in primary energy consumption in the world comes from petroleum 

(34%), coal (27%), and natural gas (24%). We do not have an easy solution to tackle it. Howev-

er, a large part of this fossil fuel and water consumption is due to food production and related 

transport. 

Two years ago, Nature published an article emphasizing the need for shifting away from animal 

product consumption in relation to a projected world population of 10 billion by the middle of this 

century. By 2050 (that’s only 30 years away!) we will need the equivalent of three planets re-

sources to meet our current needs. An 8 oz chicken breast takes over 542 litres of water to pro-

duce.  Enough to fill your bathtub 6.5 times. We are currently losing 800,000 hectares of man-

grove every year, grazing occupies 26% of the earth's ice-free terrestrial surface, 2019 was the 

second warmest year on record, the atmospheric CO2 concentration is 418ppm as compared to 

an estimated 220ppm during the beginning of 18th century. The alarming fact is, however, The 

annual rate of increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide over the past 60 years is about 100 times 

faster than previous natural increases, such as those that occurred at the end of the last ice age 

11,000-17,000 years ago. Have you heard about those hundreds of dead whales washing up on 

the shores of almost every coastal country, what is that all about? 

Sorry to deliver the bad news to you. But I have some good news for you as well. By eating veg-

etarian food for a year, you could save the same amount of emissions as taking a small family 

car off the road for 6 months. A vegetarian diet requires two-and-a-half times less than the 

amount of land needed to grow food, compared to a meat-based diet. “After adjustment for sex 

and age, an average 2,000 kcal high meat diet had 2.5 times as many GHG emissions than an 

average 2,000 kcal vegan diet.” (Climatic Change,2014). 

 

 



 

 

UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) produced a document prepared by 107 

scientists explaining how we can fight climate change by switching to vegetarianism or veganism. 

You will be pleased to know; numerous reforestation projects are under way worldwide. Under 

Paris climate agreement, India is planting trees at a rapid pace to fulfil the pledge of increasing 

her forestland by 99 million hectares by 2030. An 8000 km long ‘wall of trees’ being planted 

across Africa, from Senegal to Ethiopia. The Woodland trust in UK is planting 64 million trees in 

next 10 years. In Myanmar, drones are planting trees! Two people working with 10 drones theo-

retically can plant 400,000 trees a day! Tom Crowther at the Swiss university ETH Zürich esti-

mated that with £240billion we can plant one trillion trees, that is by far the cheapest solution 

towards climate change. Artificial intelligence supported land topography studies suggests that 

two thirds of all land (8.7billion ha), could support forest. 5.5 billion of that already has got for-

est. Of the 3.2 billion hectares of treeless land, 1.5bilion ha is used for growing food, leaving 

1.7billion of potential forest land in areas that were previously degraded or sparsely vegetated. 

I am trying to do my part. We in our family started using vegan produces from the supermarket 

which we have never done before (Sohini and Josh, our young vegan stalwarts, would be very 

happy to know that). We rarely buy red meat these days, may be once a month. I know, that is 

still bad. But I am trying, it is difficult with growing kids at home. 

My point is, there is a big political commitment to be made here. We do not have time. The mess 

that we have created so far must be fixed by us. We cannot leave that to our children. Social 

media trolls are downplaying the initiative, at their peril. 



 

 

Ananda Misra-as I knew him 

12th July 1936 – 10th Nov 2019  

Mr Dipak Kundu 

Our friendship with Mr & Mrs Misra goes back a long way and I am indebted to him for introduc-

ing me to the Durga Puja at The Parade in Cardiff in an early October evening of 1978.  

 

Ananda babu was from Kulti, Burdwan district in West Bengal and his wife Manju was from Ut-

tarpara in Howrah. He was a civil engineer by profession and came to Cardiff for study, as far as 

I remember. He then joined the engineering trade as a freelance Civil engineer, mostly in the 

construction area of work. He travelled around for his work, made Cardiff his home and never 

looked back since the 60s. At a later stage Manju also joined the work force as an assistant with 

a Pharmacist.  

 

He and his wife were pretty amicable and easy-going people with two 

loving sons. They had limited number of friends but with strong bond 

with the ones they were very comfortable with. They never missed any 

event which had a ‘Bengali’ tag with it. Manju Misra used to arrange Pu-

ja affairs on the stage during Durga Puja and Kali puja and she learned 

all puja related rituals from Mrs Acharya. 

 

They were very close to the Bengali community from the beginning and 

were attached to Bengali Society of Cardiff. He showed interest in the 

pujas, helped Acharyada (Dr H K Acharya) in performing Durga Pujas in 

the 90s. He used to go to Acharyada’s home for learning about the puja rituals. He performed 

many Kali Pujas including the first one in 2001 and a few Saraswati Pujas for WPC. WPC always 

remains indebted to him for his contribution to WPC. His Pujas always involved members and 

particularly his Kali Pujo and “Boli” were the ones to 

remember. 

 

Both were very strong supporter of Wales Puja com-

mittee and for years Anand da took time off from his 

work to do Durga Puja with Dr Acharya and Kali puja 

on his own. 

 

Lately his wife Manju became unwell with memory 

problems and she had to go in a care home. Ananda 

da went to visit her every day even after he stopped 

driving and got public transport. Sometimes I found 

him walking on Albany Road for his shopping. I 

stopped a few times, had coffee with him before dropping him at his Rhiwbina home.  

 

Both Ananda da & Manju in their final months needed prolonged hospital treatments for their ill-

ness. Unfortunately, Mr Misra expired in November 2019 and then Mrs Misra in April 2020. We 

lost a good friend and hope they find their peace in their heavenly abode. 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 
ম্যাজিশিয়ান। 
 

( ‘ম্যাজিক িানে ম্া’ কথাবন্ধেীটি কবব ককৌবিক দানের কথনক চুবর করা। 
যারা ককৌবিকনক পন়েনেে তাাঁরা িানেে ককম্ে বিগ্ধ েনে ম্ে বেঙ়োনো 
কববতা কেনেে বতবে। তাাঁর ববত্তম্য় কথার িগৎ কথনক বোঁদ ককনি বেনয় 
এোম্ কথা ত্রয়ীনক) 
 

এক েহম্ায় বেনদর হবদি, কেে গরম্ গা, 
বক হনয়নে বুঝনত পানর ববো কা়ো রা। 
যতই েুকাই বযথার কথা, কগাপে থানক ো, 
হাত কবাোনেই অেুে উধাও, ম্যাজিক িানে ম্া। 
 

ক াকর োওয়া ভগ্ন িাহাি কোঙর করার ম্াটি, 
কভিাে ভরা এই দুবেয়ায় ক ানোআো ো াঁটি। 
কানির ম্ানঝ ক ানের ধম্ক ‘ আনগ বকেু ো!’ 
বে কবানঝ ো ম্া ট ক কবানঝ, ম্যাজিক িানে ম্া। 
 

হৃদয় যেে  ুিনে োভায় েষ্টনেনম্র কষানভ, 
একিা আাঁচে অনপষানত কেে বাো কিানব। 
োম্নে কেওয়ার অিুি েুাঁটি কবচাে হনে পা, 
েব ভুনে ক র োম্নে কদবে, ম্যাজিক িানে ম্া। 
 

আিনক কয কেন্ড, কাে আেনেন্ড, েম্কানের রীবত, 
ম্ত অবম্নে গ্রুপ কথনক ‘কেফ্ট’ করানির পবরবিবত। 
ববনকেনবোয় ভী ণ বনক েনন্ধনবোয় চা,  
একিেই কদয়, রাগ কম্ানোর ম্যাজিক িানে ম্া। 
 

কোনিানবোয় করানদর োয়া, ব়ে’র বাবতঘর, 
ওই ককানে ক র ভরো ক নর ভী ণ ঝন়ের পর। 
িততববহীে হানতর েনেপ  েম্য় বদনে ঘা, 
ককম্ে কনর ‘ ট ক হনব েব’ , ম্যাজিক িানে  ম্া। 
 

স্মবৃতর কদনি চনে কগনেও আাঁচে পাতাই থানক, 
হাত বা়োনেই  কির পাওয়া যায় ো কো াঁওয়া কেই ম্া’কক। 
হািার কদান ও বনে ো কয অেয ককাথাও যা, 
েববকেুনতই ভানো কদোর ম্যাজিক িানে ম্া। 
 

ভগবানের কচনয়ও  কববি ম্যাজিক িানে ম্া। 
 
আর্ যতীর্ য 



 

 
। বন্দী। 
 
ম্াঝরাত। কবব অবিয কিনগ।প়েনেে। 
ভুনে যাওয়া ম্ােুন র বেভন্ত িীবনের কেই ধরনেে। 
বেোদ ঘানম্র কথা, বেরে গনদয কেো, 
বকেু বকেু কষ্টরা এতই বব ানদ একা,  
কববতা তানদর কানে কযনত ভয় পায়। 
এম্ে েম্য়.. েি েি েি.. তার োনথ বুনির আওয়াি, 
অ-বতবথনত ওরা কারা এনো দরিায়? 
 

কবব কদার েুনে কদে। দা াঁব়েনয় কপয়াদা, 
যানদর কািই  েব বাধানদর বা াঁধা,  
কানি ও কথায় যারা িােনকর অেুোরী েয়। 
কবব কয বাধয েে, কথারা করানতর ট ক ববপরীনত বয়, 
কে েবর েব তবববদত। ভীত রাষ্ট্র তাই ম্াঝরাবত্তনর, 
তুেনত এনেনে তাাঁনক কগািা বাব়ে বঘনর। 
 

কবব হােনেে। ম্দুৃ েয়, কহা কহা আওয়ানি, 
কযে এনে পন়েনেে একদে কিাকানরর ম্ানঝ। 
 

রাইন ে কবাম্া বকেু কম্নেবে কে ঘনর, 
তনব বই পাে্ডুবেবপ.. বকেু গদয আর বকেু কববতার, 
পাওয়া কগনে।  বারণ ো ম্াো কেই ঋি ুইনেহার, 
কেপ্তাবরর পনষ যনথষ্ট েম্াণ। কানিই হাতক়ো হানত, 
যবদও অোবিযক বেনো কেই বযবিাপো 
কবব বাধা কদেবে, বচো হয়বে ককানো কেই ম্াঝরানত, 
যদযবপ বহু বই বোঁন়ে বগনয়বেনো কেই োোতল্লানি। 
 
কানো ভযানে কতাো হনো কববনক বহাঁচন়ে। 
ড্রাইভার ভাববেনো, 
বক পাগে কোক, অযানরনে গো েুনে হানে! 
 

কদি িনু়ে েকডাউে, কববটি েকআনপ, 
কপয়াদারা করাি এনে বিরদা াঁ়ো ম্ানপ। 
কববর পনরায়া কেই বানর বানর জিজ্ঞাোবানদ,  
এ কযে বব কোো, গারনদ কািাে বদে হাবে আহ্লানদ, 
েন্ধােী কূি কচাে েনেনহ হনয় ওন  আগুে-গরম্, 
কবব চনেনেে কহনে।  
একবদে েনহযর কপনরানো তানদর েীম্া, 
ববরজি রাগ আর বহিংোম্াোনো গো চব়েনয় চরম্, 
তারা জিনজ্ঞে কনর  
‘রানষ্ট্রর করাহী তুই। এইোনে এনকবানর একা, 
হাত পা ও ভাটঙ যবদ, 
আিরীর ভনর বদই বেগানরি েযা াঁকা, 
বকিংবা েুইোইড বনে বেবেিংএর কথনক বদই ববড ঝুবেনয়, 
আম্নদর ককউ বকেু বেনব ো। 
বরিং ঘুরনত পাবর বুক  ুবেনয়, 
পনদান্নবতও হনব তুরন্ত গবতনত। কত ঘনি, ঘনিনে অদরূ অতীনত, 
কেই েব ম্নে কনর তবু হাবে আনে?  

পাে ো বক েীম্াহীে ভয়?’ 
 
েশ্নিা শুনে কবব েথনম্ই কহনে কেে গো েুনে।  
তারপর স্বনর এনে দৃঢ় েতযয়, 
বনে কদে... 
 
‘ আম্ানক বেী কনরনেে আপোরা।  
আম্ার কববতানক েয়। 
তারা কতা বাইনর আনে,   
ম্াটিনঘাঁ া ম্ােুন র যন্ত্রণার োথী হনয়..’ 
 
িােোববহীে ঘনর দম্কা হাবের হাওয়া ক র যায় বনয়। 
 
আর্ যতীর্ য 

। বর্ যাশত। 
 

ব রনত হনব কতাম্ার কানে ক রত আোর কথার কো াঁনি, 
অিান্ত ম্ে যুনগর োনথ উপায়ববহীে একো কযানঝ 
অস্ত্রববহীে , বম্ ত  ুনিা,  ুাঁনিা কেম্, বভতু কাবে, 
ধম্ ত যেে িজিিােীর ভয় কদোবার চাবুক োবে, 
অেযরকম্ বো কতা দরূ, ক া াঁনির ম্দুৃ ে়োও বারণ, 
কদিনক ভানোবাোই যেে রাষ্ট্রনরানহর েধাে কারণ, 
বেনে কারা িন্মভূবম্র যা িানো তা েবই বম্ো, 
কদনগ বদনয় কাাঁিাতানর , পাল্টানবা তার কোেেবেচা, 
ববকৃত কে অবয়নব আেেবির ধম্ ত কেো, 
আনোর কো াঁনি ককাথায় যানবা, এই কুয়ািায় যায়ো কদো, 
বিরদা াঁ়ো ট ক রােনত কগনে প়েনে যেে োবথ কপনি, 
তেে শুধু তুবম্ই আনো, যার ভরোয় চেবে কহাঁনি, 
অন্ধিনে কদহ আনো, োয়ম্তৃ কদি বা়োনে হাত, 
কবাবা ধরা এই েহনর, কথা কিাগাও রবীন্দ্রোথ। 
 

ম্ারীর ককানপ কদনি যেে ঊর্ধ্ ততম্ করানির বিকার, 
িস্ত্রম্াব ক ম্নন্ত্র তেে কদি বোঁ ন়ে যায় ধম্ তববকার। 
ঈশ্বরও কয ম্ােু -অধীে, েম্য় এেে কেিাই কভানে, 
পূণযবতবথর অবতবথনদর বেস্পৃহ কাে কান্নানরানে, 
ভানতর কচনয় অতীত ব়ে, এম্ে দাবী দাবায় বেনদ 
কবাঁকনে কতম্ে ইবতহােও, বততম্ানের যা েুববনধ, 
কডনম্ানেবের কডম্ে কেজি র্ধ্িংে কনর েম্ভগুনো, 
োবহতয আি োোর িগৎ, োনবক কেম্ চুপ ও েুনো। 
এম্ে েম্য় দা াঁব়েনয় যবদ কানরার কথা েবতয কেনে 
রাষ্ট্র ট কই কির কপনয় যায়, ম্িাে ধরার  ুেবক কদনে, 
 ে কয কেিার হয় ো ভানো , জ্ঞাতবয তা োম্প্রবতনকই, 
োরাপ কথনকও যায়ো কেো, এেে আম্ার কদি ভানো কেই। 
 ুবরনয় যাওয়া কথায় বক আি মু্ব়েনয় যানবা েনির ম্তে, 
অষ্টেহর েম্নঝাতানত কবাঁনচ থাকাই হয় জ্বাোতে, 
আিার কুনিা পাজে ো কয, অন্ধ করা এম্ে ঝন়ে, 
আম্ায় কিোও আবার তুবম্, েদীপ জ্বাোয় ককম্ে কনর। 
েবতযগুনো ভাবেনয় বেনত োম্নে যেে বম্নের েপাত, 
কেম্ কযে ো বভনি যায়, ব তাবত হও রবীন্দ্রোথ! 
 
আর্ যতীর্ য  
 

শুধু  তুবম্            
এই তুবম্ আর আবম্, 
তার ম্ানঝ বতো, 
ও া েূয ত িানগ আম্ার ম্ানঝ, 
কি  েম্বে বেনয় চনে যায়, কতাম্ার োাঁনঝর পবরনবিিা। 
 

ম্নের বেভৃনত, 
বনে এক ম্ে, 
তুবম্ ো়ো ককউ েয়, 
এত আপে। 
 

েঙ্গ েনে েঙ্গী তুবম্, 
ম্ে ককন়েবেনে এক ববনকনে, 
কদনে বেোম্ কতাম্ায় আগুে  রনঙ, 
ভানোবাোর োতকাহনে। 
 

কয েম্পানে কচনয়বে কতাম্ায়, 
েোক  েোক তানে, 
ককাথায় তুবম্ হাবরনয় কগনে, 
অিাো হাওয়ার পানে। 
 

বেভৃনত তুবম্ আি ও আনো, 
ম্ে ম্ানঝ তুবম্ই  আপে, 
শুকনো আকাি বভনি কগে, 
কতাম্ার বদে বদনে।।                       Anindya Ganguly 
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